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Abstract

Order entry via mobile client was associated with decreased after-hours EHR use in a cohort of 

139 academic ophthalmologists. EHR audit log data can provide insights into strategies for 

optimizing efficiency of EHR use.

Electronic health record (EHR) adoption by ophthalmologists has been associated with time 

investment and negative perceptions.1 EHR audit logs capture time using EHRs and can 

shed light on workflows and factors related to burnout.2 Several EHR vendors have 

developed “off-the-shelf” use metrics. Here, we analyzed these metrics and conducted 

surveys across five independent medical centers to better understand ophthalmologists’ 

experience using EHRs.

We analyzed EHR use metrics from a de-identified dataset of ophthalmologists across 

University of California (UC) medical centers (San Diego, Irvine, Los Angeles, San 

Francisco, and Davis) using four different instances (as San Diego and Irvine use the same 
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tenet) of the same vendor (Epic Systems; Verona, WI). The study was exempted from review 

by the UC San Diego Institutional Review Board and adhered to the Declaration of Helsinki. 

We included all 139 UC ophthalmologists using the EHR systems from 11/1/18–10/31/19. 

Metrics included total time; time spent on notes, orders, clinical review, and in-basket; time 

outside scheduled hours (number of minutes spent in the system outside of scheduled visits, 

with a 30-minute buffer before the first appointment and after the last appointment); and use 

of efficiency tools. All metrics were based on existing vendor definitions. We used multiple 

analysis of variance testing to evaluate differences between institutions. To identify factors 

influencing time outside scheduled hours, we developed a mixed effects model with 

ophthalmologists nested within institutions as random effects using the lme4 and lmerTest 
packages in R.3,4 P-values<0.05 were statistically significant.

We also surveyed ophthalmology “super users,” chief medical information officers, and 

other clinical informaticists at each institution. The survey (available at www.aaojournal.org) 

asked about ophthalmologists’ satisfaction with the EHR, institutional factors influencing 

efficiency, and lessons learned from prior EHR implementations or transitions.

Ophthalmologists spent the most time on notes per appointment (mean [standard deviation, 

SD] of 3.7 [3.7] minutes), followed by orders (1.2 [0.8]), then clinical review (1.0 [1.7]). 

Figure 1 depicts EHR use metrics by institution. There were significant differences for time 

in orders (p=0.008, range 0.6–1.6 minutes), but not for time in notes (p=0.13, range 2.4–5.2 

minutes) or clinical review (p=0.14, range 0.8–2.0 minutes). On average, ophthalmologists 

closed 76% of their charts on the day of the appointment, although this varied by institution 

(p=0.001, range 65%−96%). Time outside scheduled hours on days with appointments 

averaged 28.1 (SD 21.1) minutes. On days without appointments, ophthalmologists still 

spent 23.5 (SD 22.9) minutes in the EHR. A mixed effects model demonstrated that clinical 

volume; progress note length; and time spent on in-basket, orders, and notes were associated 

with greater after-hours EHR use (Table S1, available at www.aaojournal.org). Entering 

orders via mobile client was the only tool associated with significantly less after-hours EHR 

use (averaging 13.4 fewer minutes outside scheduled hours for ophthalmologists using 

mobile order entry compared to those who did not if all other factors were held constant, 

p<0.001). Mobile order entry was used by ophthalmologists at three institutions, although 

ophthalmologists at all five institutions used some form of mobile EHR functionality (in-

basket management, order entry, or note-writing).

Thirty-five of 37 invited individuals (95%) completed the survey. Regarding overall 

satisfaction of ophthalmologists with the EHR, responses were mixed: 1 (3%) extremely 

satisfied, 8 (23%) moderately satisfied, 7 (20%) slightly satisfied, 5 (14%) neutral, 3 (9%) 

slightly dissatisfied, 8 (23%) moderately dissatisfied, and 3 (9%) extremely dissatisfied. 

Satisfaction ratings also varied within each institution. Survey comments (Table S2, 

available at www.aaojournal.org) highlighted several issues. Time and documentation 

burden were noted by respondents from every institution. Several endorsed an early 

emphasis on workflow development. Perceptions of customization varied: some wanted 

more customization, while others highlighted problems with over-customization, such as 

difficulty standardizing training and optimization efforts. Respondents from each institution 
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desired greater institutional investment in information technology support for 

ophthalmology.

In this study, we found significant variations in EHR use among ophthalmologists across 

multiple domains, despite evaluating physicians in the same specialty, practicing in the same 

state within the same parent organization using the same vendor. Differences in EHR build 

and training could potentially explain some of this variation. Although outside this study’s 

scope, others have found that training quality influences perceived efficiency and EHR 

satisfaction.5 Due to variations in faculty schedules (i.e. half-day vs. full-day clinics, varying 

administrative/research effort), we focused on timing metrics per appointment. These 

variations highlight the potential for quality improvement efforts and opportunities for 

institutions to learn from each other.

The evidence base for which “efficiency” tools are effective in real-world ophthalmic 

practice is lacking. Here, mobile order entry was the only tool associated with decreased 

after-hours EHR use. One possibility is that the mobile client’s simpler interface may have 

decreased time spent on orders, but a deeper understanding of how mobile EHR systems 

could improve efficiency requires further investigation. Some efficiency tools may shorten 

one task while lengthening others. For example, note templates decrease time spent writing 

notes but increase time on clinical review, as physicians need to read more text to find 

relevant information. This was illustrated in an analysis of ophthalmology progress note 

similarity,6 which found that HER design features contribute to increased note length and 

redundancy.

Ophthalmologists’ satisfaction with EHRs varied substantially, even within the same 

institution. This highlights the ongoing need for improving the end-user experience, even 

after initial implementation. Our survey highlighted several areas for improvement. Multiple 

UC campuses are engaged in interventions such as optimization “sprints” and “home for 

dinner” programs; EHR metrics could help measure these interventions’ effects more 

rigorously.

EHR use metrics have limitations. They do not account for factors such as the 

aforementioned scheduling variations, trainee/scribe involvement, or staff support, all of 

which can impact productivity.7 Vendor definitions may not align with what physicians 

perceive, especially regarding what constitutes “outside scheduled hours.” Timing metrics 

also do not consider documentation quality; faster is not always better. However, these 

metrics still offer a starting point for understanding EHR use patterns and for informing 

interventions. Ongoing work to improve satisfaction and mitigate EHR-related burnout is 

critically important for ophthalmology, a high-volume specialty with unique information 

system needs.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Electronic health record (EHR) use metrics among ophthalmologists across the University of 

California (UC) for (A) total time in the EHR system per day, time outside scheduled hours, 

and time on unscheduled days; and (B) time in notes, time in orders, and time in clinical 

review per appointment, for all ophthalmologists actively using the EHR system from 

November 1, 2018 to October 31, 2019. Error bars represent standard error. UCI = UC 

Irvine, UCLA = UC Los Angeles, UCSF = UC San Francisco, and UCSD = UC San Diego.
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